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          Currensea is the layer in front of your current bank account, saving you at least 85% on every transaction, giving you extra security and making your bank work that bit harder for you.
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Our connected banks

We work with all the major UK high-street banks
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Pay safer and faster with Apple Pay
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Pay safer and faster with Apple Pay
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See how much you can save

Save in 180 currencies vs high street banks, prepaid travel cards and travel debit cards
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See how much you can save

Save in 180 currencies vs high street banks, prepaid travel cards and travel debit cards
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Super-Convenient

Currensea works with your current bank account to make your holiday money go further
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Super-Convenient

Currensea works with your current bank account to make your holiday money go further
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                                    No new bank account needed

Forget having to set-up and manage multiple accounts
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                                    Better than a pre-paid travel card

Currensea connects to your bank account, removing the hassle of pre-loading another card
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                                    Use your card globally 

Spend abroad in 180 currencies without the normal bank fees!
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Advanced Security

Currensea is the layer over your bank account, giving you increased security when you spend abroad.
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                                    Secured with the latest bank security and encryption technology
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All purchases are protected by Mastercard Chargeback Protection
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Secured with the latest bank security and encryption technology
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All purchases protected by Mastercard Chargeback Protection
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Pricing plans

Our plans are simple and transparent. We give you the best live exchange rate so you can spend in confidence, without the hidden fees. 
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No hidden fees

Currensea has no weekend charges, no foreign currency purchase fee, no dormant card fees, and no non-sterling transaction fees.

How does Currensea make its money?
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      Our plans are simple and transparent. We give you the best live exchange rate so you can spend in confidence, without the hidden fees.
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No hidden fees

Currensea has no weekend charges, no foreign currency purchase fee, no dormant card fees, and no non-sterling transaction fees.

So, how does Currensea make its money?




























How Currensea works
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Giving back

We know our cards contain plastic, and we are working on different solutions to reduce this. In the meantime, we're focussed on reducing our impact and have committed to removing 2.5 times the plastic we produce every year from the world's oceans, by supporting Plastic Bank.

You may also want to offset part of your travel, so we've provided you the option to contribute a % of your savings to removing ocean plastic, and/or planting trees every time you spend.


Find out more about our commitment
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